MERRY CHRISTMAS
GLORY TO GOD IN THE HIGHEST, AND ON EARTH PEACE, GOOD WILL TOWARD MEN. LUKE 2:14

LAKE STREET ’22 - YEAR END CAMPAIGN
Help Rebuild & Restore Mpls
We Are 80% To Year End Goal
80% ($100,000) of $120,000 YE Goal already received. This will allow us to begin to make an incredible impact to rebuild and restore Minneapolis in 2021 & 2022. Thank You.
Videos & more information @ SourceMn.org

BEING A FRIEND AND A VOICE
2020: YEAR OF FOOD AND PRAYER

Our goal is to be known as the Christians who will feed you (being a friend and give opportunity) and take time to pray for you (being a voice of God’s hope). Our 2020 crisis responses not only met a critical need of food but also offered a listening ear, prayer and words of God’s love and forgiveness to a community that has been traumatized and currently unsure if it will get better. The birth of Christ was declared by angels, "Glory to God in the highest... peace and good will toward men." This is life changing news in a season of distress and unrest.

After distributing 200 tons of food in the summer (June-Aug) and thousands of homeless meals, we are continuing to serve basic needs (30-40 tons of food monthly). A diverse group of people receive food from us weekly: Homeless, Latino, Somali, African American, Native American, Asian refugees, other people of color, Caucasian, elderly, disabled, and sober house residents. We are continuing to be a voice of the light of Christ as 2020 brought an incredible darkness to many. This season, people are more open than ever to prayer and the good news of God’s love and forgiveness. Pray for the families, youth and homeless to experience and come to know the God of hope and redemption.

Page 2: Read more about "Lake Street '22" details
- Food Distribution
- Homeless Meals
- Anti-Trafficking
- Teen Leadership & Art Programs
- Small Business Assistance
- Latino Family Outreach

PO BOX 8212
Minneapolis, MN 55408
612.822.5200
sourcemn.org
info@sourcemn.org
A TWO YEAR RESPONSE TO REBUILD AND RESTORE MPLS AFTER 2020
LAKE STREET '22

AFTER SPRING AND SUMMER RESPONSES OF 200 TONS OF GROCERIES
AND THOUSANDS OF HOMELESS MEALS,
SOURCE Focuses on the Long Road of Rebuilding and Restoring.

For 25 years, Source MN has served East Lake Street, just a few
blocks away from our the Fallout (our community center). Lake
Street is the heart of the impoverished immigrant neighborhoods
destacated by the 2020 Minneapolis unrest. That’s why we
distributed 200 tons of groceries and thousands of homeless meals
from the Lake Street Kmart and the Fallout during our spring and
summer response to the poverty and hunger crisis caused by the
Covid-19 pandemic and the Minneapolis unrest.

At the end of 2020, crime and poverty remain at record levels with
little relief in sight. Darkness and victimization has increased and
will continue if the city continues its natural downward spiral.

2021-2022 are critical to the rebuilding and restoring of the city.
The next two years will be significant for decades to come. Source
has been a light in the darkness since 1995 in South Minneapolis,
working with homeless youth, trafficking victims, addicts and
impoverished families.

Our physical location, historical impact, and partners allowed us
to mobilize quickly to the 2020 crisis. Now the need is to rebuild
and restore in 2021 and 2022. As more families experienced crisis in
2020, we increased our food distribution more than 15-fold in 2020,
serving hundreds in need.

Lake Street ‘22 initiatives allow Source to continue and build
upon our 2020 responses with strategic initiatives that include:
Food Distribution, Homeless Meals, Anti-Trafficking, Teen
Leadership and Art Programs, Small Business Assistance, and
Latino Family Outreach.

Dozens of congregations and 100’s of partners allowed us to
respond in 2020 to make a significant impact for the poor. Now we
are calling on our network to join us to set foundations in 2021 &
2022 to make an impact for decades to come.

Please consider a Year End Gift and a future pledge. We cannot
go forward without God’s direction, prayer and our partners.